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Fitness expert Charlene
Hutsebaut d iscusses the
novel concept of Myofascial
Lines and how we should
use Pilates to improve our
training outcomes
When people find out that l'm a Personal

Trainer, most will look down at their belly,

pat it with their hand and ask;"Can you

tell me how to get rid of this?"Where

do I start, I wonder to myself: nutrition,
exercise, dealing with stress, getting

enough rest, the list goes on.The reality is,

as human beings we cannot"spottrain"a
body - we can, however, work it as a unit
to see overall strength, performance and

aesthetic changes. Below we will see that
our core muscles actually engage on most
major exercises, the bonus being that the
core unit (abdominals and back) will also

be stronger and more toned, bringing
the feeling of a flatter tummy. I aim to
demonstrate how the concepts of Pilates

and "myofascial lines"can benefit all

forms of resistance training: not only
to achieve the flat stomach but
also to enhance sporting
performa nce, strength, posture

and alignment.
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Charlene Hutsebaut BPE, B.Ed.,

CSCS has 20 years'experience in

the fitness industry. Her background
lies in Sports Science and Athletic
Therapy with her strengths being
biomechanics and anatomy. She runs

her own personal training consultancy
in London wwwcharlenehutsebaut.
com, is founder of online health

and fitness membership site www.
positivelyslim.ning.com and is the
contributing Exercise Specialist for

the new bookThe De-Stress Diet

wwwde-stressyou rlife.com, H u ggies

Diapers - Little Swimmers Campaign

and for UK online food company
www.heaithysupplies.co.uk. Charlene

has written for UK Fit Pro, Can Fit Pro,

Fitness Life New Zealand and has been

featured in London, Fabric, Grove and

Natural Health magazines, as well as

The Daily Mail.
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This is a relatively new term that we'll be hearing a lot more of:
rather than sectioning the body out into specific parts such as

the forearm or upper arm, myofascial lines integrate the body
as an entire functioning structure. As shown in the myofascial
diagram, all of our systems and tissues work together. ln the
following quote, author Chris jarmey likens us to a:r'ee:"thetree
did not glue a root system to a trunk and bolt on branches with leaves

wired to them. lt sprang from a single seed, and is ever and always
a co-evolving unitary set of system interactions from root to leaf. ln
realiry, the parts are never separated and are always co-dependent."
An excellent exercise example is the squat pattern: we cannot
do a squat without the core muscles engaging, even if we don't
feel them. This is where our mindful approach to resistance
training comes in - while performing the squat, think of all the
muscles working in synchrony to gain more efficient and effective
movement. Research shows that when a person visualises

the muscle groups that they want to work, they achieve more
engagement in that area.
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Look at any movement and you'll see the way myofascial lines

work and the importance of the core. Diving is a great example
with the body jumping, twisting, holding and rhen stralghtening
to enter the water. Some myofascial lines engage in order to
achieve these movements (with others relaxing): the core is

always at the centre.Throwing sports are another great example
of the importance of whole body integration and core strength.
Coaches of American football, baseball, handball and many others
have known for years that their athletes need solid core strength
and integrity through the postural muscles in order to perform
opiimally and stay injury free. For years, avid golfers have tried to
improve their swing and performance -TigerWoods led the way,
using strength training and Pilates to enhance his game. My last

example is ballet and other forms of dance - at the heart of their
movements is the core area. Look at how any dancer holds and
moves their body, with a solid core and an ideal posture.
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When you train, whether you go to a gym, your local park or use
your back room, it need not be an hour-long slog, as I overheard
one young man complain about on the tube the other day.

More and more research is showing that shorter intense blocks
of exercise are of great benefit - this means that your lunch time
visits to the gym can be half an hour in and out. You can blend
regular weight training with your core work rather than having to
save I0 minutes at the end for hundreds of crunches. Haven't we
all done those endless sit-ups, wondering when the results would
come?
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Rather than doing many isolated movements such as bicep curls
and sit-ups, you can train efficlently and effectively by choosing
exercises that work many muscles groups at one time.

. The example shown on the next page is of a standing
shoulder press. Rather than sitting on a bench and allowing
the legs to have a break, the legs and core are needed for
stability to keep all parts of the body stacked nicely on top of
each other.

. Another excellent exercise to include is a walking lunge with
a twist: as your right leg comes forward, twist your torso to
the right so that you can touch your right ankle with your left
hand. Alternate sides as you walk along the floor.

' lnstead of doing a bench press on a bench (where you
are unlikely to engage the core), what I suggest is to do a

standing chest press at a cable machine with two handles
(one either side of the body) or press-ups on the floor.
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"For years, avid golfers have tried to
improve their swing and performance -
Tiger Woods led the way, using strength
training and Pilates to enhance his game"

Myofascial Lines - Thomas Myers
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. Stand with dumbbells ready to move
into shoulder press (as in photo)

. Set shoulder blades back and down,
engage abdominal muscles, knees

slightly bent

. Breathe in - don't move

. Breathe out to push up into shoulder
press

. Breathe in to return to start position
(seen in photo)

. Each time your return to the start
position, re evaluate your ability to
have your abs engaged and keep

neutral alignment through head/
neck, shoulder girdle, rib cage, core

and pelvis

Tips:
. The rib cage can tend to pop up

and forward: keep it in alignment by

engaging your abs

. Your pelvis can sometimes tilt
backwards to create an arched back

- tuck your pelvis under the rest of
your body

The combination of mindfully working
on resistance training and the core

together is powerful because there
is a healthy building of muscle fibres

along with postural awareness and

stability. Being a Certified Strength and

Conditioning Specialist and a Stott Pilates

instructor, with a strong background
in biomechanics, I can clearly see the
benefits of using Pilates in resistance

training. Let me explain the segments of
Pilates to show how this can be a very
positive practice whether alone or within
a weight training session.

1. Breathing
. ln Pilates, every movement has a

matching breath.These can change
depending on positioning and/or the
need to challenge.

. This allows the body to move fluidly
and without unnecessary tension.

. During resistance training, linking the
breath to a movement can also help
to stabilise the body.

2. Head and cervical placement

. lt is important to hold the head and

neck neutrally at the top of the spinal

column without jutting the chin
forward or up.

. Safety of the muscles surrounding
the skull and upper neck/back is
paramount.

Shoulder girdle (scapular

movement and stabilisation)
Knowing how to stabilise this area is

important so we do not overwork the
upper trapezius and other muscles

surrounding the neck and shoulders.

lf we know how to stabillse our
scapulae on the rib cage we will be

on our way to positive posture and

alignment.

Rib cage
The upper area of the abdominal
muscles attaches to the lower ribs.

Therefore a neutral positioning of the
ribs can have a positive effect on the
enqaqement ofthe abdominal and
mid-back muscles.
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Thomas W. Myers - AnatomyTrains

Stott Pilates - Comprehensive Matwork

Core unit
The muscles running between the
lower ribs and the hips creates a

corset which ensures engagement
of the deep stabilislng muscles.

The Pelvic Floor area, which looks

like a hammock, should be drawn
up away from the floor to flatten
its curve.

Pelvic placement
Here we want to achieve the
feeling of a neutral position with no

strain through the lower back.

As shown in the picture, a good

view of neutral is to stand sideways

to a mirror with what you feel is
good posture.The pelvis shoulo be
"floating" underneath the rib cage
(no pelvic tilt forward or over-

arching of the lower back), the rib
cage floating under the shoulder
girdle and the head and neck (eyes

straight ahead) floating on top of all.

5.

6.

3.

4.

Stott Pilates - Mat & Reformer - Support Materid
Chris Jarmey - The Concise Book of the Moving Body
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